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We study experimentally how to control and improve phase matching of high-order harmonic generation.
We use a birefringent lens and a birefringent compensator to obtain a fundamental laser pulse 共150 fs, 800 nm,
⬃4 mJ兲 with two foci separated by 6.2 mm along the propagation axis and with a controllable phase delay
between the polarizations along the optic axes of the birefringent optical components. This enables us to
enhance the high-order harmonic conversion efficiency for the high-order harmonics in neon to 3⫻10⫺8 , a
factor of 4 higher compared to a single-focus setup in similar conditions. The enhancement is achieved by
improving the phase matching and at the same time maintaining a high intensity in a large generating volume.
关S1050-2947共99兲04512-6兴
PACS number共s兲: 42.65.Ky, 32.80.Rm

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, high-order harmonic generation has become a promising source of short-pulse coherent radiation in
the extreme ultraviolet 共XUV兲 range. A large effort is devoted to increase its photon number. Early studies have
mostly concentrated on optimization with respect to atomic
or molecular gases and to the laser wavelength, thus addressing the single-atom emission. The influence of the focusing
geometry, as well as of the position of the gas medium relative to the laser focus, on the phase matching of high-order
harmonics has been pointed out 关1,2兴. Recently, several
groups have studied harmonic generation using ultrashort laser pulses focused onto a hollow fiber, 关3–5兴 reporting high
conversion efficiencies. These results, however, only concern
heavy rare gases, xenon and argon. Tamaki and co-workers
关6兴 report a very high conversion efficiency in neon, and
attribute it to the formation of a filament in the laser focal
region. They also point out the importance of controlling the
intrinsic phase of the harmonics to optimize the efficiency.
In the present paper, we manipulate the amplitude and the
phase of the fundamental field in order to improve the phase
matching of high-order harmonics. We use neon, for which
dispersion effects are not as important as for heavier noble
gases. The idea is to get a large generating volume, where
the intensity is high and where both the intensity profile and
the phase variation of the fundamental field are as flat as
possible. To this end, we use birefringent optical components, a lens and a compensator, in order to get two field
polarizations focused at two different places along the propagation axis. The phase difference between the two components can be continuously varied. The optical components
were used in a previous experiment to manipulate the polarization of the fundamental in space and consequently the
spatial profile of the harmonics 关7兴. We interpret our experi1050-2947/99/60共6兲/5010共9兲/$15.00
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mental results by an analysis of phase matching both along
the propagation axis and in the whole interaction volume.
We first describe the experimental setup in Sec. II. In
order to understand the advantages of a two-foci setup and to
be able to interpret the experimental results we then discuss
the phase matching of high-order harmonics, using simple
one- and three-dimensional calculations in Sec. III. The experimental results are presented in Sec. IV. A short summary
is given in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1. The laser is the titanium sapphire terawatt laser at the
Lund High-Power Laser Facility 关8兴. The central laser wavelength is 800 nm, the repetition rate 10 Hz, and the pulse
duration 150 fs. The main optical components used to gen-

FIG. 1. Experimental setup used for generating a laser pulse that
focuses on two separated spots along the propagation axis. Highorder harmonics are generated in a gas jet, dispersed by a grating,
and detected by an electron multiplier 共EMT兲.
5010
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erate the two foci are a birefringent compensator, a birefringent lens with an average focal length of 40 cm, and a polarizer. The incoming laser light is linearly polarized in the
horizontal plane. The birefringent quartz lens is oriented with
its optic axis at an angle of 45° to the laser polarization. The
electrical field of the laser beam is thus split up into two
orthogonally polarized components with equal amplitude
propagating in the same direction. The two polarizations experience two different refractive indices through the lens, the
ordinary and the extraordinary, and therefore focus on two
different spots along the propagation axis, separated by 6.2
mm. The lens induces a time separation between the two
pulses of ⬃300 fs. This time delay is compensated for by
two birefringent quartz wedges with their optic axes at a 90°
angle to that of the lens, equivalent to a birefringent plate
with controllable thickness. By translating one of the wedges
we can also finely tune the time delay and hence the phase
difference (  ) between the two polarizations. A translation
of one wedge of 3.1 mm corresponds to a change in phase
difference of 2  radians.
After the compensator and the lens, the laser beam has a
transversally varying ellipticity 关7兴. We use a polarizer to
select the horizontal polarization 共see Fig. 1兲. This ensures
that the total field is linearly polarized in the interaction region.
Since an important task in the experiment consists in
comparing the harmonic yield of a fundamental field with
two foci to the yield obtained with one focus, we insert a
half-wave plate in the path of the beam. By rotating the wave
plate we can set the polarization of the beam parallel to the
optic axes of the lens and thereby get only one focal point.
Note that about half the pulse energy is reflected by the polarizer in both configurations.
The laser pulse is apertured down from a diameter of
approximately 40 mm to a diameter of around 12 mm. The
total pulse energy in the interaction region, distributed in one
or two foci, is varied between 2 and 5 mJ. The experimental
intensities estimated by comparing the cutoff energy in our
spectra with the approximate cutoff law I p ⫹2U p 关9兴, accounting for propagation effects, are around 4 –6
⫻1014 W/cm2 which is sufficient to generate harmonic orders as high as 61. The harmonics are produced in a pulsed
gas jet filled with neon atoms 共backing pressure 1.4–4 bars兲.
The length of the gas medium is estimated to be about 1 mm
in the interaction region.
The harmonics are dispersed by a rotating grazingincidence toroidal grating that focuses them onto a 200  m
wide slit. The harmonic signal is detected by an electron
multiplier 共EMT兲 and recorded by a digital oscilloscope connected to a personal computer 共see Fig. 1兲.
In all the harmonic spectra presented below, the harmonic
yields are given in units of the absolute number of emitted
photons per bandwidth. The EMT used in the measurements
has been calibrated with a photodiode 共AXUV-100兲. As opposed to the EMT, the diode is very sensitive to the fundamental laser light and therefore needs to be shielded with an
aluminum filter. We measure the absolute number of photons
behind the 200  m slit at a given wavelength 共38.1 nm兲. To
infer the number of emitted harmonic photons from the number of photons detected on the photodiode we account for the
losses on the grating 共reflectivity and diffraction efficiency兲
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and through the aluminum filter. The error in the estimation
of the given number of emitted photons is about a factor of 3.
The resolution of the spectrometer is approximately 0.05
nm, i.e., much less than the width of a typical harmonic
peak. The number of photons in one harmonic can be obtained by integrating its spectrum.
The position of the gas jet can also be varied and its
position relative to the foci is given with an uncertainty of
about 1 mm.
III. PHASE MATCHING IN THE TWO-FOCI
CONFIGURATION

In this section, we investigate theoretically how phase
matching can be improved by using a beam with two foci
instead of one. We first describe how we calculate the fundamental field in the focal region 共Sec. III A兲. To introduce
the basic concepts of our method and clarify our idea, we
first consider phase matching on the propagation axis only.
We compare the two-foci case with the single-focus case.
Then we examine the role of the phase difference between
the two polarizations propagating along the optic axes of the
birefringent optics 共Sec. III B兲. The next step is to consider
phase matching in the whole volume where harmonics can
be emitted and not just on axis 共Sec. III C兲. Finally, we discuss the effect of dispersion 共Sec. III D兲.
A. Calculation of the fundamental field

The amplitude of the electrical field of the two orthogonally polarized components right after the compensator, the
aperture and the lens 共see Fig. 1兲, u x and u y , can be expressed as

冉

u x 共 r 0 兲 ⫽u 0x exp ⫺
and
u y 共 r 0 兲 ⫽u 0y exp

冉

⫺

i  r 20
f y

i  r 20
f x

冊 冉 冊
exp ⫺

冊 冉 冊
exp ⫺

r 20

w2

r 20

w2

exp共 ⫺i  兲 .

共1兲

共2兲

This is valid for r 0 ⬍a, where a is the radius of the aperture
and r 0 is the transverse coordinate right after the lens,
u x (r 0 ),u y (r 0 )⫽0, r 0 ⬎a. The first factor in the two equations is the field amplitude at r 0 ⫽0, u 0x ⫽u 0y . The second
factor is the phase due to focusing, for the first component
with focal length f x and for the second component with focal
length f y , where  is the laser wavelength. The third factor
is the transverse variation of the field amplitude for a Gaussian beam with spot size w. The phase difference between the
two orthogonally polarized components is  . When  ⫽0
the two fields are in phase on axis right after the lens.  is
controlled by varying the thickness of the compensator. The
total field after the lens is elliptically polarized. The degree
of ellipticity, which depends on the phase difference between
the two components, varies in space 关7兴, since the focal
lengths f x and f y are not equal. In the one-focus case, there is
only one field component and no phase difference.
After the polarizer, the beam is linearly polarized and the
field amplitude is u 0 (r 0 )⫽ 关 u x (r 0 )⫹u y (r 0 ) 兴 / 冑2. Since the
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propagation axis. The phase changes by ⬃2.3 rad where the
intensity has a minimum. 共The corresponding shift is  for
an Airy pattern.兲
We have compared the intensities calculated by using Eq.
共3兲, assuming that our laser beam is diffraction limited to the
intensities estimated from the cutoff in the experimental
spectra. The intensities obtained from calculations are on average 3 times higher than the experimental ones which is
probably due to the fact that the laser beam is not diffraction
limited. In order to obtain theoretical plots that represent
realistically our experimental conditions we use an energy of
1.5 mJ which is in general lower than those used in the
experiments. We stress that the conclusions that can be
drawn from our calculations are not very much intensity dependent.
In the following section, we describe the behavior of the
intensity and phase of the fundamental beam in the focal
region, in the one-focus and two-foci cases.
B. Phase matching on the propagation axis

The total phase advance of the emitted field at the harmonic frequency is locked to the phase of the fundamental
field and, in absence of dispersion effects, can be approximated as 关2兴
FIG. 2. Comparison of the fundamental field on axis between
the configuration with two foci and with one focus. The phase of
the field is shown in 共a兲 and the intensity profile in 共b兲. The results
for the first focus (z⫽0) are shown as a dashed line and those for
the second as a dotted line (z⫽6.2 mm). The intensity and phase
for the two-foci case, with a phase difference of  ⫽4.8 rad between the two foci, are shown in solid line.

degree of ellipticity of the beam before the polarizer varies in
space, with cylindrical symmetry around the axis of propagation, the intensity of the beam after the polarizer varies in
space and presents circular fringes in the plane perpendicular
to the propagation axis. The fundamental field in the focal
region can be calculated from the electrical field right after
the optical components using a Hankel transform 关10兴,
u 共 r,z 兲 ⫽

2i
共 f y ⫹z 兲 

冕

a

0

冊

冉

r 0 u 0 共 r 0 兲 exp ⫺i


共 f y ⫹z 兲 

⫻ 共 r 2 ⫹r 20 兲 J 0 关 2  rr 0 / 共 f y ⫹z 兲  兴 dr 0 ,

 tot ⫽q  f ⫹ ␣ I,

共4兲

where q is the harmonic order and  f is the phase of the
fundamental due to focusing. 共As shown below in Sec. III D,
dispersion effects do not play a significant role and we do not
consider them in our analysis.兲 The second term describes
the intensity-dependent atomic phase 关11兴. I is the intensity
of the fundamental field and ␣ is the phase coefficient of the
main trajectory contributing to harmonic generation ( ␣ ⫽24
⫻10⫺14 cm2 /W 关12兴兲. Both the geometrical (q  f ) and the
atomic ( ␣ I) phase shifts are important. In order to obtain
good phase matching, the variation of the total phase  tot
should be as small as possible. This can be achieved if both
the phase and intensity of the fundamental field are constant
over the length of the interaction region or if they compensate each other so that  tot is constant 关11兴.
1. Two foci vs one focus

共3兲

where r,z denote the transverse and longitudinal coordinates
in the focal region (z⫽0 at the first focus兲, and J 0 is the
zero-order Bessel function.
Note that, even in the one-focus case, the beam does not
behave as a Gaussian beam in the focal region. The hard
aperture used in the setup induces phase and intensity variations across the focus which are considerably slower than
those of a Gaussian beam with a spot size equal to the radius
of the aperture. For a Gaussian beam with beam waist w 0 at
z⫽0, the phase shift is  Gauss ⫽arctan(2z/b) where b is the
confocal parameter (b⫽2  w 20 /) and the intensity variation
is hyperbolic 关 I Gauss ⫽I 0 /(1⫹4z 2 /b 2 ) 兴 . For a truncated
Gaussian, as is shown below, 共see Fig. 2兲, the intensity variation resembles that of an Airy pattern, with minima on the

Figure 2 clarifies how phase matching along the propagation axis can be improved by using two foci instead of one.
Figure 2共a兲 shows the phase of the fundamental beam along
the propagation axis for two single-focus beams 共focal points
located at z⫽0 and z⫽6.2 mm) and a two-foci beam, generated as described in Sec. II, with the same focal points. The
corresponding intensity variations are shown in Fig. 2共b兲.
For all the calculations presented below, the spot size of the
beam before the aperture is 40 mm, the aperture diameter is
12 mm, the pulse duration is 150 fs, and the energy 1.5 mJ.
For the two-foci beam, the phase factor between the two
polarization components is chosen to be  ⫽4.8 rad. Clearly,
it is possible to obtain a much slower phase and intensity
change of the fundamental field in the two-foci case than in
the one-focus case. These conditions should therefore lead to
improved phase matching on axis compared to a setup with
only one focus.
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FIG. 4. Transverse intensity variation of the total fundamental
field in the two-foci configuration at z⫽3.1 mm 共in the middle
between the two foci兲. The phase differences  between the two
foci are 0 rad 共solid line兲, 2.14 rad 共short dotted line兲, 4.8 rad 共short
dashed line兲, 2.4 rad 共dotted line兲, 4.3 rad 共dot-dashed line兲, and 3.4
rad 共dashed line兲.

FIG. 3. Phase 共a兲 and intensity profile 共b兲 of the total fundamental field in the focal region on axis in the two-foci configuration.
The phase differences  between the two foci are 0 rad 共solid line兲,
2.14 rad 共short dotted line兲, 4.8 rad 共short dashed line兲, 2.4 rad
共dotted line兲, 4.3 rad 共dot-dashed line兲, and 3.4 rad 共dashed line兲.
2. Role of the phase difference between the two
polarization components

One advantage of using a two-foci setup is the additional
degree of freedom presented by the phase difference  . This
allows us to control phase matching on axis by tuning  . As
discussed above, it is preferable to have a field with high and
flat intensity and a flat phase along the propagation axis in
order to obtain a high number of harmonic photons. However, the phase and intensity variations along the propagation
axis are locked and it is difficult to fulfill these conditions
simultaneously.
In Fig. 3, we show the phase 共a兲 and intensity 共b兲 variations of the fundamental field along the propagation axis for
six different values of  . For  ⫽3.4 the intensity is the
highest possible, but the fundamental phase has a rather
steep slope. For  ⫽4.8 and  ⫽2.14, the intensity is very
flat over a long range, but the phase of the fundamental looks
completely different, with a steep slope for  ⫽2.14 and a
very flat slope for  ⫽4.8. The fundamental fields with 
⫽2.4 and  ⫽4.3 have intermediate intensities; again the
phase variation is much slower for one of them,  ⫽4.3. For
 ⫽0 it is even possible to obtain a negative slope of the
fundamental phase 共around z⫽3.1 mm) which could possibly compensate for dispersion due to free electrons 共leading
to a positive slope of the fundamental phase兲. However, in
the region where the phase has a negative slope, the intensity
is low.
Also, the transverse intensity variation and, hence, the
volume where harmonics can be generated depend on  .

Figure 4 shows the transverse intensity profile in the middle
of the two foci, z⫽3.1, for the same set of  ’s as in Fig. 3.
We see that for the highest peak intensities 共⫽3.4, ⫽4.3兲
the spot size is quite small. It is also interesting to note the
large difference in spot size for the beams with phases
⫽4.8 and  ⫽2.14 though they have the same peak intensity and intensity variation along the propagation axis.
In summary, the best conditions for a high harmonic efficiency are a high intensity in a large volume 共to optimize
generation兲, together with a flat intensity profile and a slow
phase variation along the propagation axis 共to optimize phase
matching兲. Since these requirements are usually not fulfilled
at the same time, the harmonic efficiency is optimized by
finding ‘‘good compromises.’’
These one-dimensional considerations of phase matching
on the propagation axis illustrate, in a simple way, the idea
behind our work. In order to get a more complete picture of
phase matching, however, it is important to consider what
happens in the entire volume of harmonic emission. To this
end we use the graphical technique presented in 关12兴.
C. Phase-matching maps

Let us briefly describe the method used to represent in
space the phase-matching conditions 关12兴. The wave vector
kpol of the polarization at position (r,z) is 共we consider k
⫽2  / and neglect dispersion; see Sec. III D兲
kpol ⫽“ 关 qkz⫹q  f 共 r,z 兲 ⫹ ␣ I 共 r,z 兲兴 ⫽qk1 ⫹K,

共5兲

where k1 is the total wave vector of the fundamental beam
and K⫽“ 关 ␣ I(r,z) 兴 is the atomic wave vector. The length of
the wave vector kq of the qth harmonic field can be approximated as 兩 kq 兩 ⫽2  q/. In the ideal case, kq ⫽kpol . The
wave vector mismatch is defined as

␦ k⫽kq ⫺qk1 ⫺K.

共6兲

We define the coherence length L coh as
L coh ⫽


.
兩 ␦ k兩

共7兲
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FIG. 5. Phase-matching maps
for different values of the phase
difference between the two foci,
 . In 共a兲  ⫽4.8, in 共b兲 
⫽2.14, in 共c兲  ⫽2.4, and in 共d兲
 ⫽3.4. The coherence length
L coh is plotted on a gray-level
scale according to the color bars
to the right of the figures. Note
that in the white-colored areas, the
coherence lengths can be longer
than the maximum color bar value
共0.2 mm兲. Inside the black contour
line, the coherence length is
longer than 1 mm. The phasematching maps reflect the situation for the 33rd harmonic, a pulse
energy of 1.5 mJ, a pulse duration
of 150 fs, and an aperture diameter of 12 mm.

In the phase-matching maps we plot L coh on a gray-level
scale where white means long coherence length 共good phase
matching兲 and black means short coherence length 共poor
phase matching兲. The scale is indicated by the color bars to
the right of the plots. Note that in the white areas the coherence length can be longer than the maximum value given in
the color bar.
In Fig. 5 we show phase-matching maps in the focal region for  ⫽4.8 共a兲,  ⫽2.14 共b兲,  ⫽2.4 共c兲, and  ⫽3.4 共d兲
for the 33rd harmonic. There are large differences in the
coherence lengths between these four cases.
Inside the black contour lines in Fig. 5 the coherence
length is above 1 mm which is the length of the interacting
medium. The length of the region with L coh ⭓1 mm on axis
varies from 0.3 mm 共⫽3.4兲 to 1.2 mm 共⫽4.8兲. The volume where phase matching is good is much larger for 
⫽4.8 than for the other values of  .
In Fig. 6, we represent in a similar way the intensity distribution of the fundamental field for the same values of  .
The interesting region, above the cutoff intensity for the 33rd
harmonic, is indicated with a black contour line. The volume
in which harmonics can be generated is largest for  ⫽4.8
关Fig. 6共a兲兴 though the peak intensity is not so high. For 
⫽3.4 关Fig. 6共d兲兴, with the highest peak intensity, the generating volume is smaller.
When the peak intensity is high and the beam waist small,
the atomic phase varies significantly in space, and phase
matching becomes harder to achieve. It is also interesting to
compare these plots with those for the one-focus case 共Fig.
7兲 obtained in the same conditions 共i.e., same aperture diameter, energy, and harmonic order兲. Here, the length of the
region with L coh ⭓1 mm on axis is only 0.15 mm. It is clear
that it is possible to get much better phase matching in the
two-foci configuration both over a long range on axis and
also in a larger volume.

D. Dispersion effects

We here briefly investigate the influence of dispersion due
to neutral atoms and to free electrons by estimating the coherence length for these two effects and compare with the
coherence length limited by the atomic phase and the focusing found in the previous section.
Let us first consider the coherence length caused by dispersion due to the neutral atoms, as defined in Eq. 共7兲,
L coh NA ⫽  / 兩 ␦ kNA 兩 , where ␦ kNA ⫽kNA q ⫺qkNA 1 ⫽(2  q/)
⫻(n q ⫺n 0 ). Here n q and n 0 are the refractive indices at the
harmonic and laser wavelengths, respectively 关13,14兴. For an
estimated pressure of 15 mbar, for the 33rd harmonic, and
neglecting ionization we get a coherence length due to neutral atoms of L coh NA ⫽13 mm. This coherence length is
clearly much longer than the ones obtained in Sec. III C and
the influence of neutral atoms is thus negligible.
The effect of free electrons can be calculated in a similar
way. At the intensities estimated in the medium, 4 –6
⫻1014 W/cm2 , less than 15% of the neon atoms are ionized
which leads to a lower limit of the coherence length of
1 mm. The presence of free electrons might in some cases
reduce the area of good phase matching 共Sec. III C兲 but not
in a significantly manner.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND RESULTS

First, we compare the maximum number of harmonic
photons obtained in the two-foci setup with that obtained in
a single focus configuration. Then we investigate how different values of the phase difference (  ) between the two polarizations and hence the intensity and phase variation of the
fundamental field in space influence the harmonic signal. Finally, we attempt to optimize one specific harmonic and
change the aspect of the harmonic spectra.
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FIG. 6. Intensity maps for different values of the phase difference between the two foci,  . In
共a兲  ⫽4.8, in 共b兲  ⫽2.14, in 共c兲
 ⫽2.4, and in 共d兲  ⫽3.4. The
maps correspond to the phasematching maps shown in Fig. 5.
The intensities can be read off the
color bars to the right of the figures. The contour line shows the
cutoff intensity for the 33rd harmonic. The conditions are the
same as in Fig. 5.

A. Comparison between the conversion efficiency in the
one-focus and two-foci cases

In order to compare the best case scenarios in the oneand two-foci configurations, all variable parameters are adjusted to get the highest possible signal. In each case we
optimize the total beam energy, the aperture diameter, the
phase difference between the two foci, and the gas-jet posi-

tion relative to the foci. We show the harmonic spectra obtained in neon in Fig. 8. In the two-foci case 共solid line兲 the
aperture is 12 mm, the energy in the interaction region is 5
mJ, the phase difference between the two beams is 5 rad, and
the gas jet is positioned 4 mm after the first focus.
A typical plateau harmonic in the two-foci case has an
energy of 0.15–0.2 nJ, corresponding to a conversion effi-

FIG. 7. Phase-matching map
for the 33rd harmonic 共a兲 and intensity map 共b兲 for the one-focus
configuration. In the phasematching map the coherence
length is given in mm on the
color-bar scale and in the intensity
map the intensity is given in
W/cm2 . Same conditions as in
Figs 5 and 6.
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FIG. 8. Comparison between harmonic spectra in the two-foci
case 共solid line兲 and the one-focus case 共dotted line兲. In the two-foci
case the pulse energy is 5 mJ, the aperture diameter 12 mm, and the
phase difference  ⫽5 rad. In the one-focus case the energy is 3
mJ and the aperture diameter 13 mm.
⫺8

ciency 共in energy兲 of 3⫻10 . In the one-focus case 共dotted
line兲, the aperture is 13 mm, the energy after the polarizer is
3 mJ, and the gas jet is 4.5 mm after the focus. At this
position, the intensity in the jet is estimated to be considerably lower than in the two-foci case. In the one-focus case, a
typical harmonic has an energy of 0.02 nJ, corresponding to
a conversion efficiency of 7⫻10⫺9 . The peak intensity
共highest intensity obtained anywhere in space兲 is the same in
both cases.
In order to understand the difference in conversion efficiency of a factor of 4, we compare the phase-matching maps
for the one-focus case 关Fig. 7共a兲兴 and the two-foci case 关Fig.
5共a兲,  ⫽4.8兴. In the one-focus case, phase matching on axis
is good only around z⫽0. The coherence length is longer
than 1 mm only in an interval of 0.15 mm in the direction of
propagation. Transverse to the axis, phase matching rapidly
becomes very poor and the emitting volume is small. Consequently, the highest possible signal is not obtained when
the medium is close to focus, but farther out around z
⫽4.5 mm, where the phase-matching conditions are somewhat better. At this position the intensity is, however, rather
low. The harmonic signal as a function of gas jet position is
therefore low everywhere in space, limited by either intensity
or coherence length or both.
In the two-foci case, on the other hand, there is a large
region between the two foci, both along the propagation axis
and transverse to it, that presents rather good phase-matching
conditions. The volume in which good phase matching can
be obtained is much larger than in the one-focus case. The
intensity is also quite high in this area 关Fig. 6共a兲兴. The advantage of the two-foci case is thus that it is possible to work
with a high intensity and still get good phase matching in a
large volume.
One of the drawbacks with our present setup is that half
or more of the beam energy is reflected by the polarizer and
thereby wasted. Although using half of the beam energy can
have experimental advantages, the natural question to ask is
what harmonic signal would be obtained if we could use all
the energy in the beam. We have therefore performed a test
in which we remove the polarizer and the birefringent compensator and use only one 共linearly polarized兲 focus and
thereby get access to the entire beam with an energy of 9 mJ.
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FIG. 9. Harmonic yield versus phase difference  between the
two orthogonally polarized fields in the two-foci case. The aperture
diameter is 12 mm and the gas-jet position is 4 mm after the first
focus. The energy in the interacting region is 4 mJ 共solid line兲 and
5 mJ 共dashed line兲.

We optimize the focusing conditions by inserting an aperture
of 13 mm in the beam. The harmonic signal we obtain in
these conditions is similar to that obtained with two foci
共using half the beam energy兲. In this respect, the conversion
efficiency in the two-foci case only increases with a factor of
2 compared to the one-focus case using all the energy in the
beam.
B. Influence of phase difference on the harmonic efficiency

In Fig. 9 we show the 33rd harmonic in neon as a function
of the phase difference  between the two orthogonally polarized fields for two different energies. The gas jet is located
in between the two foci, 4 mm after the first focus. The total
energy transmitted through the polarizer 共4 and 5 mJ, respectively兲 is kept constant. 关The aperture is large enough 共12.3
mm兲 to make the transmitted energy independent of  .兴 The
33rd harmonic signal is measured directly after the slit at a
fixed wavelength of 24.2 nm. Figure 9 shows that the harmonic signal is strongly dependent on  .  is determined
experimentally by measuring the energy transmitted through
an aperture as one of the birefringent wedges is translated.
This is repeated for various diameters of apertures and fitted
to calculations. We have checked that signal (  )
⫽signal(  ⫹2  ). There is a clear maximum at 
⫽4.6 rad, and for the highest energy, there is also a small
maximum around  ⫽2.2 rad.
These values agree remarkably well with the predictions
of Secs. III B 2 and III C. At  ⫽4.8 共this compares well to
the experimental value  ⫽4.6), we have the largest generating volume together with good phase-matching conditions.
At  ⫽2.14 共experimentally,  ⫽2.2), the intensity on axis is
relatively high, but the phase-matching conditions are much
worse and the generating volume is also somewhat smaller.
These maxima are a clear effect of the good phase-matching
conditions in a large volume.
C. Control results

An additional advantage offered by the two-foci technique is the possibility of control. In Fig. 10 we show two
curves, one obtained with two foci 共phase difference 4.3 rad
between the two polarizations兲 and the gas jet placed 4 mm
after the first focus, the other with one focus and gas-jet 2
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CONTROLLING PHASE MATCHING OF HIGH-ORDER . . .

FIG. 10. Harmonic spectra optimized for the 33rd harmonic.
The solid line shows the two-foci case and the dotted line shows the
one-focus case. The energy is 4 mJ and the aperture is 12 mm in
both cases. The phase difference  in the two-foci case is 4.3 rad.

mm before focus. The aperture is 12 mm and the input energy is 4 mJ in both cases. The intensities at the gas-jet
positions are the same in the two cases. The result is obtained by optimizing specifically all the parameters 共including the phase difference  ) for the 33rd harmonic. The average number of photons in one of the harmonic peaks,
except the 33rd, in the two-foci case is 1 –1.5⫻107 共energy
0.1 nJ兲 compared to 2⫻106 photons 共energy 0.02 nJ兲 in the
one-focus case. The 33rd harmonic contains 4⫻107 photons
in the two-foci case with an energy of 0.3 nJ. The conversion
efficiency for the 33rd harmonic is 7⫻10⫺8 , i.e., almost 3
times the conversion efficiency for the adjacent harmonics
(2.5⫻10⫺8 ). The energy in the 33rd harmonic seems really
to increase on behalf of the others since the energy in these
peaks is lower than in the results presented above.
In Fig. 11, we study the harmonic spectra for different
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values of the phase difference between the two polarizations.
These spectra are obtained with an energy of 2 mJ, an aperture of 12 mm, and with the gas jet positioned 3.5 mm after
the first focus. The phase difference is 5 rad in 共a兲, 2.4 rad in
共b兲, and 3.4 rad in 共c兲. There are quite a few differences in
these spectra. First, the spectral widths of the harmonic peaks
change significantly. For the 31st harmonic, for example, the
width at half maximum is 0.12 nm in 共a兲, 0.25 nm in 共b兲, and
0.28 nm in 共c兲. Second, the shapes of the plateaus are quite
different. In 共a兲 the number of photons in the harmonic peaks
increases towards higher frequencies whereas in 共b兲 and 共c兲 it
decreases. The number of photons in the 41st harmonic is
1⫻106 in 共a兲, 0.6⫻106 in 共b兲, and 0.2⫻106 in 共c兲. For the
25th harmonic we have 0.3⫻106 photons in 共a兲, 1.2⫻106 in
共b兲, and 1.5⫻106 in 共c兲.
To interpret this spectra, we consider the phase-matching
maps and the intensity maps for  ⫽4.8 共a兲,  ⫽2.4 共c兲, and
 ⫽3.4 共d兲 in Figs. 5 and 6. The narrow peaks in 共a兲 are thus
obtained with a long coherence length and low intensity (4
⫻1014 W/cm2 ) in a large generating volume. The broader
peaks in 共b兲 and 共c兲 are obtained with shorter coherence
lengths, higher intensity (5⫻1014 and 6⫻1014 W/cm2 ) respectively, and a smaller generating volume. The significant
difference in width between the harmonics in 共a兲 and those in
共b兲 or 共c兲 could be related to the difference in intensity. It
could also indicate that different quantum paths 关11兴 are involved in the generation of these harmonics: the short quantum path (  1 ), leading to a narrow spectral width in 共a兲, and
the longer quantum path (  2 , often dominant兲, leading to a
broader spectrum in 共b兲 and 共c兲.
V. SUMMARY

In this proof of feasibility experiment, we have shown
that it is possible to increase the conversion efficiency for
harmonic generation in neon with a factor of 4 by using a
fundamental beam with two foci along the propagation axis
insted of one. This comparison is done with similar focusing
conditions, i.e., an apertured beam focused by the same lens.
The harmonic signal is strongly dependent on the phase difference between the two components focused into the two
foci. It is possible to explain this variation by considering the
complicated interplay between phase matching, intensity,
and volume effects. A spin-off result of this experiment is
the ability to increase the conversion efficiency of one single
harmonic on behalf of the others and to control the shape of
the plateau and the widths of the harmonic peaks by changing the phase difference between the foci.
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